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Conditional Sentences

‘A Travesty of Justice’
There was no jail time given to a
Wallacetown, Ontario woman who was impaired
when she drove and killed two passengers and
injured another. Instead, the Superior Court
Judge in this southwestern Ontario community
gave the 31 year-old a house-arrest term of two
years less a day.
The impaired driver was more than twice the
legal limit on that fateful night in April 2001 –
she crashed a vehicle and directly and forever
impacted the lives of three other families.
What is as disturbing about this case is the
judge, who made the incomprehensible
statement that the ‘tough sentence approach’
currently taken by the courts has failed. In his
statement, Justice Chester Misener stated: “Let
there be no mistake about it – in the last 18 years
the courts have come down with a heavy hand
on drunk driving. I would be less than honest if I
didn’t say we have utterly failed.”
Two killed. One injured. A conditional
sentence of house-arrest for two years less a day.
If this was not typical of the sentences being
handed down across our country, it would be
farcical. The trend towards conditional
sentencing is very disturbing for MADD Canada
National President Louise Knox, who says, “It is
not just anecdotal that we are witnessing
outrageous conditional sentences more and
more. It is not right that, in a violent crime
where a person has been killed or seriously
injured, the convicted is given a break from the
jail time he or she deserves. Our system is tilted
towards the concerns for the convicted and not
enough is said about the public good and the
value of a human life.”
“What is occurring with conditional
sentences across the country is a travesty of
justice,” says Mrs. Knox, “and we must speak
out a lot louder about it.”

The National President stated the increased
use of conditional sentences for crimes involving
impaired driving has prompted MADD Canada
to take up this issue and urge the Canadian
public to speak out on it. “We are going to raise
our voice on the injustice of conditional
sentencing. It is time that comments and
attitudes like those of Judge Misener are
challenged. Judge Misener’s view of the world is
not where the Canadian public is on this issue –
and our judicial system and politicians have to
catch up to the public’s sense of justice and what
is both fair and effective sentencing.”
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Justice

from page 1

MADD Canada is now circulating a petition to
Canadians for delivery to the Federal Parliament. The
preamble of the petition calls for an end to conditional
sentences for impaired driving causing death and
impaired driving causing serious injury. It states:
Canada’s justice system currently allows for
conditional sentences for violent crimes where a
person has been killed or seriously injured. These
conditional sentences are in place of jail time and
could include prohibitions, house-arrest, and/or
community service. Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD Canada) strongly believes that for
violent crimes in which persons have been killed
and/or injured, a conditional sentence of any kind
does not adequately address the severity of the
crime. Therefore, MADD Canada supporters and
concerned Canadians are petitioning the Federal
Government to amend the Criminal Code in cases
involving violent impaired driving crimes. The
Federal Parliament should eliminate the
availability of conditional sentences for those
convicted of impaired driving causing death or
impaired driving causing bodily harm.
Mrs. Knox comments, “Canadians must make their
views known to Members of Parliament so that our law
makers realize that this issue is a priority and must be
addressed. We hope Parliament will not delay in
reviewing and ending the practice of conditional
sentencing for the most serious of impaired driving
crimes.”
“Common sense dictates that there should be no
conditional sentencing for any violent crime,” Mrs.
Knox adds. “Jail time is part of our correctional services
in Canada and, especially with the worse types of
crimes, where there has been a death or serious injury,
we need to insist on jail to maintain Canadians’ sense of
safety and of justice.”
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Take Action!
MADD Canada asks Canadians to:
Sign the petition to eliminate conditional sentences
Write your local Member of Parliament
Write MADD Canada with your views
Join MADD Canada with this fight:
Visit www.madd.ca for more information
Sign the on-line petition
Print off a petition for circulation
Relate your experience
Send e-mails to Ottawa
MADD Canada’s local Chapters will be taking up
the conditional sentencing initiative this spring and
there will be an on-line campaign unveiled on MADD
Canada’s website urging Canadians to sign on and
speak out. “Our objectives with this national campaign
is for the public to become more aware of what is
happening in our country’s courts, and for our elected
representatives to act on the views held by the majority
of Canadians.”
Persons wishing to support the efforts to eliminate
conditional sentences for the crimes of impaired driving
causing death and impaired driving causing serious
injury, are asked to write the National Office and
express their views on this subject. Have you a story
about the injustice of a conditional sentence in your
community? Send the information to National Office.
Watch on the MADD Canada website for your
opportunity to join the on-line campaign.

National President’s Message

W
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Speaking out for
those who can’t…
I never imagined myself the National
President of MADD Canada – it was
never an Office I sought. But what
happened to my son, Mike, told me that
something had to be done about this
heinous crime that kills far too many,
and leaves families to forever mourn
their losses. I knew that I needed to
speak out for Mike and for all those
victims of impaired driving who were
needlessly killed or injured.
I believe that our collective voice
will move Canadians’ opinions, alter
behaviours, and prompt change within
our government and judicial system. It
will only be through the voices of our
volunteers, that the public will come to
better understand what is at stake if
things don’t change. In speaking out, we
may not help our personal predicament,
or the immediate situation, but our
efforts will help in the future. I trust my
efforts on behalf of MADD Canada will
someday save another mother from
suffering the loss of her son due to an
impaired driving crash.
I am encouraged that MADD Canada
is so active in presenting its public
policy issues. There is a real drive to
change our country’s laws and ways in
which our Canadian enforcement and
courts deal with impaired drivers. In
pressing policy issues, we are
supporting our victims and all those who
no longer can make these arguments. In
presenting policy documents like Taking
Back Our Roads and Rating the
Provinces, we hope to get to the
decision-makers who enforce the laws
and, most importantly, those who write
the laws.

Public Policy Fronts
In the fight against impaired driving,
MADD Canada has found a dedicated
partner in police and front line
enforcement organizations across the
country. We strongly support the efforts
of our police and work with them to
help make detecting, apprehending and
charging suspected impaired drivers
more efficient and effective.
MADD Canada is also working
through the Federal Justice Minister and

the provincial Attorney Generals to
make our court system fairer and more
responsive to the needs of victims and
their families. Here there is a lot of work
to do. Our courts do not regard the
serious crimes of impaired driving with
due justice. I strongly believe we must
speak out when we see the judiciary
letting Canadians down – as we are with
the rising occurrences of conditional
sentencing.
Likewise, we must be outspoken with
politicians, for they are our links to
those who write the laws. Our representatives in Ottawa and in the Provincial
Capitals across Canada are supposed to
present their constituents’ views in
Parliaments. From Parliament’s debate
and consideration, laws are made.
Therefore, we need to ensure our elected
representatives recognize the strong
feelings Canadians have for the fight
against impaired driving – and that they
know of the solutions for making our
roads safer and reducing the deaths and
injuries resulting from impaired driving.

Our mission
MADD Canada spends a great deal
of time and resources in supporting
victims. Our victim programs and
services are our prime focus. MADD
Canada also spends a great deal of effort
in educating the public and raising
public awareness about the dangers of
drinking and driving. This is also a
priority with us.
Our organization is intent on being
an agent of change in Canada. We want
to reduce and ultimately eliminate
impaired driving, putting an end to the
deaths and injuries of innocent
Canadians. We want to ensure that in
the future we are supporting less and
less victims of this crime. To
accomplish these goals, there needs to
be fundamental changes to how our
Canadian law enforcement and judicial
system deal with impaired driving
issues. In short, we need to readjust
attitudes and rewrite the laws to stop
impaired driving.
For this reason, we are consistently
urging core policies to our country’s

federal and provincial law-makers. We
have put forward comprehensive policy
documents and have completed the
research to support important legislative
initiatives that will save lives. We ask
our supporters to contact their MPs and
provincial representatives because they
are directly responsible for Canada’s
laws – they can alter them or stand by
and accept the status quo. (In many
ways, that is the choice we have as an
organization and as individuals.)
When making a point to a politician,
a news reporter, or someone involved in
enforcement or the judiciary, I think of
Mike and the many others I have come
to know through their families. When I
speak, I do so for those who no longer
can. On the national stage, MADD
Canada continues its public policy
efforts with the belief that the concerns
of the thousands of people involved with
our grassroots – of the over 700,000
donors who support our mission –
deserve to be heard. That is the core
belief that drives MADD Canada’s
public policy stand. As a siren for safer
roads and an end to the deaths and
human carnage, it is our hope that our
collective voice will ultimately lead to
the solutions which will eliminate
impaired driving.

Louise Knox
National President
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Victim Services

MADD Canada’s Court Monitoring
On-Line Training Program
MADD Canada introduced court monitoring as one of
its programs several years ago. As a direct result, it has
been found in Canada and the United States that
whenever MADD Canada court monitors are in regular
attendance, impaired driving charges and convictions
have been taken more seriously, while sentences have
been more consistent. In other words, a MADD Canada
presence in the courtroom ensures that more
consideration is given to victims, not the offenders.
We are pleased to announce that MADD Canada
volunteers can now participate in our Court Monitoring
Training program from the comfort of their home.
MADD Canada, in conjunction with TAPE (Toronto
Advanced Professional Education) has created another
On-Line training program, similar to the Victim Services
Volunteer Training model. Once a volunteer has
completed this course, they will be prepared to observe
impaired driving related court cases in their community.
MADD Canada’s Court Monitors track impaired
driving charges, convictions, and sentencing outcomes
such as fines, licence suspensions, and probation orders.
The valuable information they gather from their district

Victim Services Update
MADD Canada’s 2004
National Victims’ Weekend
and Candlelight Vigil
will be held in Grand Bend, Ontario from
April 23-25. Hosted by the MADD
Huron/Bruce Chapter, the keynote speaker is
Kelly Walker, an internationally renowned
public speaker, author, therapist and gifted
musician. Two days of workshops will be
conducted by professionals in the fields of
grief, bereavement, law enforcement and
brain injury. For more information contact
Victim Services, 1-800-665-6233, ext. 225
or vickimc@madd.ca.
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New!

will be compiled and analyzed within their Chapter –
these statistics then become a functional tool to help
reach our goal of eliminating impaired driving.
A vest with MADD Canada’s logo will be provided to
volunteers who have completed the On-Line course. The
National Office will provide one vest per Chapter or
Community Leader, and it will be the Chapter’s
responsibility to supply a vest to any subsequent
volunteers who complete the training. Court Monitors
are encouraged to wear this vest to identify themselves as
MADD Canada representatives, and to be visibly
recognized as a presence in the courthouse.
If you are available during the daytime and are
interested in volunteering for this valuable service in
your community, please consider participating in this
program. To obtain a login and password to begin the
court monitoring on-line training program, please send an
email to vickimc@madd.ca. For more information,
contact Vicki McQuarrie, Victim Services Manager at 1800-665-6233, ext. 225 or visit our website at
www.madd.ca.

Chapter Notebook
Presidents and Community Leaders from
across Canada will be converging in Scarborough,
Ontario from March 5-7 for the annual Presidents’
Training. The volunteer leaders will be
participating in focus groups as MADD Canada
prepares for 2004-2005 and they will receive training on
strengthening their Chapters in their communities.
In addition, MADD Canada has now instituted
quarterly Regional Conference Phone Meetings for
Chapter Presidents and Community Leaders. These
regional conference calls increase communication and
offer an ideal platform for sharing strategies and local
programs within the region.
As always, all across Canada, Chapters and
Community Leaders spread the message to “Don’t drink
and drive” through their annual Project Red Ribbon
Campaign. From coast to coast, MADD Canada Chapter
volunteers were featured in all areas of the media
throughout this past year’s holiday season. MADD
Canada members used many opportunities to get the
message out to the public through: RIDE/Holiday
Sobriety Road Checks, radio and TV Public Service
Announcements, mall displays, parades and other forms
of community presentations.

Welcome to our newest Chapters!
On February 7, 2004, the National Board of MADD
Canada chartered three new Chapters. In Charlottetown,
PEI, local resident and president-elect Kathy Jarvis
spearheaded the formation of the MADD Charlottetown
and Area Chapter – greatly needed, as there was
previously no MADD presence in PEI. This completes
the strategic goal of establishing a MADD Canada
Chapter in each provincial capital for Atlantic Canada!
In Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan, approximately 2 1/2
hours northwest of Saskatoon, Mary Rowlands, who
works in Addictions Services at the Meadow Lake
Hospital, led the movement to organize the MADD
Meadow Lake Chapter. Mary knows first hand the
devastation of impaired driving, as her brother-in-law
was an injury victim of an impaired driver several years
ago. Mary’s goal is to increase awareness of the
dangers of drinking and driving, particularly with the
youth in Meadow Lake area. The community is fully
behind this Chapter and we congratulate them in their
initiative to stop impaired driving and to support victims
of this violent crime.
Québec proudly opened its second Chapter!
MADD West Island Chapter covers the western part of
the island of Montreal as well as a few communities on
the mainland further west. Graham Doughty, formerly a
member of MADD Montreal, took on the responsibility
in loving memory of his 19-year-old daughter Amber
who died in April, 2000. We wish the new Chapter and
its members all the best!
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In Cold Lake, Alberta, local Chapter members brave
the cold to kick off their local red ribbon season.

Helena Winchester, past president of MADD Digby
County Chapter, cuts the MADD red ribbon to
officially launch the Project Red Ribbon Campaign.

Chapters and Community
Leaders in Action
In Halifax, NS, Andrew Murie, National Executive
Director, Susan MacAskill, Atlantic Chapter Services
Manager and NS Chapter representatives participated in
the Impaired Driving Dialogue / Round Table
Discussions sponsored by the NS Public Prosecution
Office and attended by Justice Minister Michael Bakes.
PEI Provincial Youth
Advocate Stephanie Campbell
initiated a Charlottetown
Candlelight Vigil Memorial
Service to pay tribute to
“Islanders “ who have been
innocently injured or killed by
impaired drivers. Great work,
Stephanie!
The MADD Montreal Chapter held its second
annual Peer Program in collaboration with the Lester B.
Pearson School Board. During a 2-day seminar, the
police, a paramedic and a bereaved father were on hand
to educate eager students from several schools about
MADD Canada and impaired driving/high risk
situations. The Think First foundation presented the
consequences teens face when they make dangerous
choices. Students were able to take innovative program
ideas back to their respective schools.
_________________________
More on page 6
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In the Ontario Region, MADD Lanark County
started out as a new Chapter last fall with a bang!
Achievements include 5 simultaneous vigils, 5 parades,
a “Safe Drive Home” chit program, a “Think of me”
program in 27 elementary schools, several RIDEs, a
dozen school assemblies in area high schools, and
more... the volunteers have been untiring! Your
dedication has made MADD a presence to be reckoned
with in Lanark County!
After a busy holiday season, MADD Ottawa has
several fundraising activities in the works and has
announced that their very successful “None Fore the
Road” golf tournament will be repeated this year.
Meanwhile, in the New Liskeard area, MADD
Timiskaming and Area has opened a Chapter Office
and is celebrating a busy Project Red Ribbon season
punctuated with a parade and Red Ribbons at car
dealerships.
Shawn Thomson has cerebral palsy, a condition that
restricts his motion and his body’s ability to function in
a normal manner. He rides a special bike designed to
allow him to move, using only his arms. In October he
completed a 45-kilometre bike tour to raise money for
MADD Huron/Bruce Chapter. Shawn refuses to
believe that his condition should disable him from
helping others, and in May of this year, Shawn will
embark on an even greater challenge. Accompanied by
Chapter President Laurie Dinning, Shawn will cycle
from Ottawa to Goderich on the MADD MAN Bike
Tour, raising awareness and funds for his local
Chapter. He believes that, “The sheer will to succeed is
never dependent on your surroundings – only on your
inner strength.” MADD Canada and its Chapters all
across Canada salute and support Shawn in this effort.
Can we make a change? We certainly can. Just ask
Sandy Boudah, President of MADD Sault Ste. Marie.
Sandy was incensed by the holiday commercial that
she heard on her local radio advertising for Leon’s
Furniture, which made reference to Santa, Rudolph and
people leaving beer for Santa to drink. She took
action! Sandy called her local Leon’s store and they
referred her to their head office. After 5 minutes of
discussion, Leon’s agreed to pull the commercial in
Sault Ste. Marie. After 10 more minutes of discussion,
Leon’s agreed to pull the commercial in any
community within Canada that has a MADD Canada
Chapter. That wasn’t enough for Sandy! After 10 more
minutes of discussion Leon’s Furniture agreed to pull
the commercial completely. Congratulations Sandy for
illustrating that with a strong belief and perseverance,
we can make a difference.
In the west, MADD Red Deer & District Chapter
has partnered with their local Community Health,
Safety & Crime Prevention Board to keep their
community safe. In conjunction with local police, Fire
Department, Block Parents and other stakeholders,
MADD volunteers are getting the message out.

Chapter Notebook
MADD Lakeland Chapter is partnering with the St.
Paul RCMP to bring a Much Music Video Dance to
their community on March 13th, 2004 – an event that
youth of all ages are looking forward to!
MADD Central Saskatchewan Chapter, in
conjunction with the Saskatoon Police Service and
Global TV, is holding a public service announcement
contest with all Saskatchewan Grade 10, 11 and 12
students.
MADD Greater Vancouver Chapter is holding a
First Nations Poster & Essay Contest. Age categories
are 10 years and under and 11 to 14. The entry
deadline is March 31st, 2004.
MADD Whitehorse Chapter is developing a system
to centralize all of MADD Canada’s reference
materials, pamphlets, brochures and studies. This will
be a quick and readily available resource for everyone
in the Yukon.

Local police representatives, MPs Chuck
Cadman and Gurmant Grewel, and
community partners join MADD Greater
Vancouver Chapter President Helen
Hoeflicker to Tie One On For Safety.

MADD Lunenburg-Queens Chapter held its
official Chapter launch. The ribbon-cutting
honours were done by (from left) Karen
Dunham, National President Elect, Charles
Trifts, Chapter President, Susan MacAskill,
Atlantic Region Chapter Services Manager and
local supporter Jeff Wells.

Messages from Victim
and Youth Services

MATTERS

MADD Canada’s National Memorial Wall
MADD Canada’s National Office in
Mississauga, Ontario has dedicated its
walls to honouring the memory of those
who have been killed or injured in an
impaired driving related crash.
Victims of impaired driving or their
families can submit photographs for the
National Memorial Wall. Hundreds of
photos line the walls, a poignant
reminder to all who visit and work in the
National Office of the loss of life and
life-altering injuries that can result from
an impaired driving crash. The sharing
of photographs and stories, including
those submitted to the Victims Tributes
section of the MADD Canada website
(www.madd.ca), may also help give strength to others who are trying to cope with the devastating effects on their own
family.
The National Memorial Wall was originally dedicated in 1995 and completely remodelled and expanded last year.
Each professionally framed photograph is displayed in a respectful place.
In addition, a portable memorial wall is displayed each year at our National Candlelight Vigil and Victims’ Weekend.
If you are interested in paying tribute to your loved one, or acknowledging your or a loved one’s injuries in this
manner, please contact Vicki McQuarrie, Victim Services Manager, at 1-800-665-6233, ext. 225.

FACE
A Multi-media High School
Assembly Presentation
MADD Canada’s production, FACE, is a 35-minute multimedia production especially designed for high school
assemblies. FACE empowers young people to make smart
and healthy decisions about alcohol, learn from their
mistakes, and treat every day as a chance to start over.
Specifically, students are taught the following key points:

1
2
3

Making the right choice is hard. Often correcting a
wrong choice is even harder. Despite your past
decisions, every day is an opportunity to start
making good, healthy decisions.

4
5

Leadership isn’t a gift…it is a pursuit. Attaining it is
difficult but worth it.
Car crashes are the leading cause of death for
teenagers. Driving is challenging and can be
dangerous for inexperienced drivers.

Unlike previous years a MADD Canada staff person,
Russell Bray, is presenting our assembly show to schools
across Canada and driving a vehicle generously donated
by Suzuki Canada Inc. To order FACE, Chapters and
schools are asked to contact Tia Butler at 1-800-665-6233,
ext. 240, or tbutler@madd.ca.

There are long-term consequences of alcohol,
tobacco and drug use. They impact your body and
your brain permanently.
Everyone makes mistakes. True character and
leadership often come from learning from your
mistakes.
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Project Red Ribbon Campaign

You care about the safety of Canadians and you showed it!

Thank you for your participation in
MADD Canada’s Project Red Ribbon
– Tie One On For Safety Campaign.
Throughout the year, the red ribbon serves as a reminder to drive safe and sober. MADD Canada’s Project Red Ribbon
Campaign distributed 4 million red ribbons in November and December of 2003 and raised significant public awareness to
stop impaired driving. This year we expanded our campaign with a Tie One Online For Safety message over the internet
which was viewed 49,000 times. MADD Canada anticipates that this past Project Red Ribbon Campaign has raised more
than $300,000.00. These resources are critical to MADD Canada’s year-round work to stop impaired driving. Thank you for
your contribution to this campaign.

Title Sponsor of MADD Canada’s
Project Red Ribbon Campaign

Greg Bergeron, Allstate Market Manager, and Ray Eady,
Allstate Agent and MADD Kingston & District President,
Tie One On For Safety. Allstate Insurance Company of
Canada is the Title Sponsor for the Project Red Ribbon
Campaign. Allstate has lent its ‘good hands’ to MADD
Canada for almost 15 years, beginning with Allstate
employees manually cutting the red ribbons into single
antennae-sized portions. “In our role as an auto insurer, we
unfortunately see the devastating impact of impaired
driving on individuals and families. Allstate serves our
customers and communities in many ways. By lending our
support to MADD Canada, our goal is to raise awareness
for sober driving – which is critical for safe communities,”
said Allstate President Mike Donoghue.
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Thank you!
Thank you to all of the employees and
customers at BMO Bank of Montreal for
making MADD Canada’s Project Red
Ribbon Campaign a success. Employees
across Canada made red ribbons available
to customers and accepted donations for
the campaign. At a recent Grand ReOpening of the Woodside Square
branch in Scarborough, Ontario, BMO
Bank of Montreal gave $10,000.00 to the campaign. Presenting BMO Bank of Montreal’s Official Sponsorship
commitment, Ian Hamilton, District Vice-President East Central Ontario and Carol Snider, Senior Vice-President,
Ontario Division were thanked by Carolyn Swinson, Past-President of MADD Canada, for this outstanding
commitment and partnership. BMO Bank of Montreal has been supporting the Project Red Ribbon Campaign for
12 years.

Looking for a tax incentive?
Give Marketable Securities
A gift of publicly listed securities can cost you the
least and gives the most to your favourite charity. After
taxes, a gift of publicly listed securities is much less
costly than a cash gift. Gifts which qualify for this tax
incentive include: shares, bonds, warrants, futures,
securities listed on a prescribed stock exchange,
mutual fund shares or units, segregated fund units and
prescribed debt obligations. How does this allow you
to give the most to charity? You can increase the size

of your gift but keep the same cost after taxes. This tax
incentive allows you to help more people. For further
information, contact MADD Canada's Campaign &
Major Gifts Manager, Alanna Scott, at 1-800-6656233, ext. 237 or send her an email at ascott@madd.ca.
This article has been provided for information only.
The contents are not intended to constitute, nor should
they be relied upon, to replace professional advice.
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Don’t Outlive Your Money…
But Make Sure You Make a Difference
You’re not sure just how many years of retirement
you’re facing and planning an income that could last to a
ripe old age is a challenge. If you want to make a
difference by supporting MADD Canada’s work to stop
impaired driving, but can’t risk giving too much away
now, why not set up a gift through your will? You can
give property, including cash, securities, and real estate,
through your will (commonly called a bequest).

Benefits

•
•
•

A bequest allows you to retain your savings until you
no longer need them.
Your bequest may be used for a purpose of special
interest to you.
A charitable gift in your will reduces or may even
eliminate taxes.

Types of Bequests
Specific Bequest
MADD Canada receives a specific dollar amount, a
specific piece of property, or a stated percentage of the
estate. This is one of the most popular forms of
bequests.

Residual Bequest
MADD Canada will receive all or a stated percentage
of an estate after distribution of specific bequests and
payment of debts, taxes, and expenses.
Contingent Bequest
MADD Canada will receive part or all of the estate
under certain specified circumstances. For example, “If
my husband/wife does not survive me…”
Trust Established Under a Will
A trust may be established that provides for both
MADD Canada and other beneficiaries.

Put an End to Impaired Driving In
Your Plan for the Future
As you review or create your estate plan, please include
MADD Canada in your will or trust. For more
information, please call Alanna Scott, Campaign & Major
Gifts Manager at 1-800-665-6233 ext 237 or send her an
email at ascott@madd.ca.

Wanda Kristensen is pictured here with an
Award of Appreciation from MADD Canada.
Mrs. Kristensen made a commitment to
give a gift in her will last year, designating
a bequest to MADD Canada. She did so
in honour and tribute to her son, David,
who was killed in an alcohol-related
crash in 1996. Mrs. Kristensen hopes
that her gift will assist victims of
impaired driving and their families, so
they have access to the same
excellent support she received when
she first attended MADD Canada’s
Victims’ Weekend. For further
information on how to help MADD
Canada through a gift in your will,
please contact Alanna Scott at 1-800665-6233 ext. 237 or ascott@madd.ca.
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2002-2003 Donations
Thanks to our sponsors and your
donations, we have received...

$12,031,837

Project Red Ribbon
Campaign Sponsors
Title Sponsor
Allstate Insurance Company of Canada

GENERAL DONATIONS
94.32%

Official Sponsors
BMO Bank of Montreal
Boomerang Group Inc.
Coyle Corrugated Containers
Labelad
Pizza Pizza
Suzuki Canada Auto Dealers Foundation
Winners Merchants International
CORPORATE
SPONSORSHIPS
& DONATIONS
2.48%
PROJECT
RED RIBBON
DONATIONS
1.62%
INTEREST
1.44%
OTHER
0.14%

%

88.3

88.3%

of your donation is spent directly on
MADD Canada programs
ADMINISTRATION
& FUNDRAISING
11.70%

CHAPTER
SERVICES
23.10%

Alberta Provincial Sponsor
Alberta Motor Association
Corporate Sponsors
Toronto Automobile Dealers Association
Corporate Supporters
7-Eleven Canada
Baker's Dozen Donuts
Canadian Hickory Farms
Cara Operations Limited
Gymboree
Hallmark Cards
Jiffy Lube
KFC Canada
Lafarge Canada Inc.
Maaco Systems Canada Inc.
Michelin North America (Canada) Inc.
Moores Clothing For Men
Pizzaville
Quickie Convenience Stores
Select Sandwich
Standard Auto Glass
The Brick

PUBLIC
EDUCATION
17.96%

Corporate Coin
Box Supporters

VICTIM
SERVICES
20.38%

PUBLIC
AWARENESS
18.39%

YOUTH SERVICES
8.47%

British Columbia Liquor Distribution Branch
LCBO
Manitoba Liquor Control Commission
Newfoundland Liquor Corporation
New Brunswick Liquor Corporation
Nova Scotia Liquor Corporation
Northwest Territories Liquor Commission
Prince Edward Island Liquor Control Commission
Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority
The Beer Store
Wine Council of Ontario
Yukon Liquor Corporation
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Thanks to our Sponsors, who help us to stop impaired
driving and to support victims of this violent crime.
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Platinum ($5000.00 + )
Official Sponsors

The Corporate Image
F. K. Morrow Foundation
Goodmans
The J.W. McConnell Family
Foundation
The Lawrence and Judith Tanenbaum
Family Charitable Foundation
The Responsive Marketing Group Inc.
SGI
TD Securities
TNI The Network Inc.
UBS Bunting Warburg Inc.

Allstate Insurance Company of Canada
BMO Bank of Montreal
Dominion Automobile Association (DAA)
Guardian Interlock Systems
Impact Auto Auctions
Suzuki Canada Auto Dealers Foundation

Corporate Sponsors:
Saatchi & Saatchi Advertising
LCBO

Elementary School
Program Sponsors

Gold ($1000.00 + )

National Sponsors:
Allstate Insurance Company of Canada
CIBC

High School Program Sponsors
National Sponsor:
Allstate Insurance Company of Canada

Official Sponsor:
CN

Provincial Sponsors:
Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation
Porsche Club of America, Upper Canada Region Inc.

Contact Us
Phone:
Fax:
Internet:
Email:
Mail:

905-813-MADD (6233)
1-800-665-MADD
905-813-8920
http://www.madd.ca
info@madd.ca
6507C Mississauga Road
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 1A6

Chairman of Board of Directors: Brad Dixon
National President: Louise Knox
National Executive Director: Andrew Murie

Arista Homes
The Aubrey & Marla Dan Charitable
Foundation
BMO Fountain of Hope
Canada Life Assurance Company
Canadian Premier Life Insurance
Company
Concord Adex
DUCA Financial Services
Dupont Canada Inc.
East Penn/Power Battery
Edwards Charitable Foundation
The Encana Cares Foundation
The Etta I. Jackson Charitable
Foundation
Equitable Trust
Goodman and Carr LLP
Hotch’s Auto Parts
The Jackman Foundation
The Lillian and Don Wright
Foundation
McMillan Binch Mackenzie Financial
Corporation
McNally Construction
The Michael J. and Iris Halbert Family
Foundation

Mid Ontario Truck Centre
Miller Memorial Foundation
Miller Thompson, LLP
Minto Developments Inc.
National Ready Mix Ltd.
PAVE-AL Limited
PCL Constructors Eastern Inc.
Rotomill Services
Stitt Feld Handy Houston
Teamsters Local 230
Thorncrete Construction Ltd.
Tridel Corporation
UCC Group Inc
W.C.401 Devlopments Ltd-Dev

Silver ($500.00 + )
Bulk Transfer Systems Inc.
Future Electronics
Intrawest Corporation
Liberty Mutual
Lombard Canada Ltd.
Niagara Falls Tours Limited
Oaks Precast
Oxford Sand & Gravel Ltd.
Pantalone Realty
Perennial
Pitney Bowes Canada Ltd.
Rohm & Haas Canada Inc.
Stewart Construction Ltd.
TDS Automotive Group Ltd.
The Dodge Chemical Co. (Canada)
Ltd.
The Simple Alternative Funeral
Centres
Toromont Cat
Vanbots Construction Corporation
XDL Intervest

The Allstate Insurance Company
of Canada is proud to be an official
sponsor of MADD Canada.

you can count on my commitment to MADD Canada, particularly in its efforts to reach
✓ Yes,
out to our young people and deliver our message about drinking and driving. To help all
those efforts continue, I am enclosing my special contribution of:
$15

$25

$35

$50

Other $___________

I would like to join the MADD Canada Monthly Donor Program (please send me information)
I prefer to make my donation by:

Cheque

Visa

Mastercard

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
Card No. ________________________________________________ Expiration Date: ____________

Page
Twelve

Signature: ____________________________________________________________________________
Please make your cheque or money order payable to MADD Canada. You will receive a receipt for income tax purposes.
Canadian Charitable Registration No. 13907 2060 RR0001
YES, please send me my newsletter by e-mail.
I have included a bequest for MADD Canada in my will. My e-mail address is ____________________________

